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• MVT Officers
President: Stan Seto, 513-683-7974
Vice President: Randy Wakefield,
                         937-637-4993
Secretary: Lois Bigler, 937-253-1580
Treasurer: Carolyn Daye, 937-423-
8157
Membership: Sue Bell, 937-890-
1969
Events: Bruce Clough, 937-376-
9946

Please send
comments/suggestions to:

news@miamivalleytriumphs.org
or to the P. O. Box.

Cutoff date for next month's Marque
is the     20th.

Obligatory Disclaimer
"The Marque" is the official publication of the
Miami Valley Triumphs Car Club, P. O. Box
144, Bellbrook, OH 45305. Views stated in the
"Marque" are not necessarily those of the officers
or members of the club. Technical data is
provided for information only and no liability is
assumed for suitability, applicability, or safety.
Miami Valley Triumphs is a registered chapter of
the Vintage Triumph Register and a local center
of the Triumph Register of America. Meetings are
held the first Wednesday of the month at
Fuddruckers Restaurant on Kingsbridge Drive,
behind the Dayton Mall, unless otherwise noted
in the "Marque". General membership meetings
are at 8:00 pm with informal dinner starting at
6:00 pm prior to the meeting. Anyone interested
is most heartily invited to attend. Triumph car
ownership is not required.



The President’s Comments, November, ‘05

Gad, We’re into November already…..And a week after the fantastic Fall Leaf Tour the trees are truly
turning and Fall is really here!!
October started with me on a business trip to Scottsdale, AZ, and the Camelback  Inn, very posh and
ostentatious to a fault. Expensive, but we were well away from any shopping districts, captured spenders.
The weather was hot (low 90’s) but so dry you almost didn’t sweat. Well, you did, but it dried in a hurry.
Three swimming pools, two mountains to hike up, six restaurants, Starbucks Coffee, $10.00 hamburgers,
what’s not to like??? Norma took the time to go up to Findley, Ohio, with her girl friends for an old time
shopping spree. We got back together on Thursday night and have spent the rest of the month doing the Fall
Leaf tour and Norma planning her Loveland tour for the 29th, and of course there has been a lot of
communication about TRA ’06.
TRA ’06 Practically in our Backyard!! Bruce is going to need help getting this one rolling, and the location
is only about three hours away, on the other side of Hocking Hills, so I’m asking you all to volunteer to
help. Of course, Bruce does need to layout a plan we can volunteer for, but patience he’ll get it
assembled……

I’ll be at the meeting in November! Randy gets a rest!! Things to think about are the Holiday Soiree,
nomination of officers and for the club awards, Marque of Distinction, Keep it on the Road, Press on
Regardless and Most Improved (vehicle, that is).
    Thanks for listening,         Stan Seto

The Vice-President's Comments
Just happy to see that Stan’s here !

I wonder how many of us teeter on the brink of spontaneous direction changes. We recently saw the
departure of several old stalwarts of the club. It got me thinking about inspiration and agenda. I am
affiliated with or active with several clubs and organizations. I am beginning to see a common thread woven
into each of them. People. And with people come various inspirations. I remember 1992 when I enjoyed
watching the TV series Are You Being Served and admiring the dashing Captain Peacock. I felt very British
(whatever that entails) to imagine myself a member of Grace Brothers staff. The desire to discover my
ancestry led me to Leeds, Yorkshire and of course to Wakefield. My desire for a LBC peaked! I always
thought them sweet and sporty. I considered a purchase in 1974 and then in later years bought a 1974
Spitfire to restore. The trip home with the car dangling over the rear most part of my buddy’s tiny Mini
trailer was eventful. Later thawing out the two gallon sized ice cube from the rear deck and groping around
under the dash for heater hoses but crunching into a four pound wasp nest left me challenged, hopeful and
adjusted to old car realities.

If the process of spending so much time and money did nothing to blunt the passion of being a
Triumph owner, how is it then that so many folk feel a need to alter their agendas and find new pastures to
graze for new inspiration? Maybe people lose touch with the vision that brought them to their group. I see
that a lot in teaching. The newness of relationships and discovery of club business is fun. The value of
banding together is high yield in terms of knowledge base, helping hand and encouragement. The more I
ponder my time with MVT, and NASS, the more I cherish those who had a kind word, a helpful hint, and a
spare part to sell.  Lets lift a glass to motor sports and the joy of open roadsters ! Time is short and the
repair bill long. Let us not lose the joy of being one in the spirit ! For the laurels ! For the wind in our faces
! Share the passion ! Snicky shifts and silky exhaust burbles,  R.L. Wakefield 242sqn.



November 2005 Meeting Minutes
08-05-05

                            17 members  present
Pres Away.
Vice Pres: Called meeting to order with toast to the memory of Graham Norman
Hill, Formula 1 world champion.

     Membership:  35  paid members. Those who have not paid dues were removed from
Marque Mailing.

     Treasurer: Away. Report sent but to old e-mail address and was not read at the meeting.

Secretary:  Not Present
                   No reading of the minutes
                   VP- Randy ask Sue Bell to take the minutes for this meeting

Marque Editor/Website:  Randy Wakefield  is the new Newsletter Editor, and Mike
                   McKitrick will continue the web.

Membership:  35 member including the 2 new members Brian Sullivan & Jim Tufano

Committee Reports:  Mike Ross reported on the NAS – North America Spitfire
Squadron.  Looking for a place to hold the Battle of the Brits next year.  He said that the
largest membership is in Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana.  They considered Cincinnati, but
decided to hold it next year together with the BCD in August.  He said they could have 51
to 96 Spitfires.  Mike said they are looking into more classes for the awards just for
Spitfires.  He said there should be 10-16 round tail & square tail, 4-9 Chrome Spitfires,
19-44 early 1500, 15-17 rubber bumper,  and 8-11 all GT6’s.  NAS would have their own
tent at BCD.  After all the awards for BCD are awarded, then NAS would present their
awards at BCD.

Events Chariman:  Sept 10 & 11 – Farm Day Tour with Bruce & it was a beautiful day
                               for driving the cars.  Forrest reported the sausage sandwich was very
                               good.
                               Sept 15 – Dayton Concours Boonshoft Museum – reported there was
                               alot of MG’s & the Bigler’s Red Morgan.
                               Sept. 23-25 – British Car Days Indianapolis – Ted Allison gave a
                               quick report on it, but felt if could be a little bit more organized with
                               putting the class of cars together.

OCTOBER Events:  October 15th – MVT Fall Tour – Bruce will be
                           leading the fall tour & searching out for the beautiful fall foliage and
                           other things to do.  Please plan to meet at the Atlanta Bread Company
                           for breakfast, and the tour will leave at 9:30 am.  Remember to get there



                           early to enjoy breakfast before the start.  Atlanta Bread Company is
located on the west side of RT 741, just south of the Dayton Mall, and north of the Wal-
Mart store.  After touring through the countryside with Bruce, everyone will end up
having dinner at The Dutchman restaurant in Waynesville around 5 p.m.  Remember if
you have radios to bring them, it helps to stay in contact with the rest of cars during the
tour.

October 15 & 16th – Caesar’s Creek has their Harvest Festival & Frontier Village
             with activities.

Late October – TBA – Castle Tour in Loveland……more details to follow.

Mark your calendar for December 10th for our annual “Holiday Soirée” at
the Patterson House.  More information to come at the next meeting.

Fudge Chairman Report:   Ellis reported that there will be fudge for the Fall Tour.

Old Business:  Ellis & Lorna are still trying to find the owner of the blue cooler that was
left by someone at the Ball’s Pool Party.  If an owner can’t be found, the lost cooler might
find a new home at the Holiday auction!

New Business:  Randy’s friends Dick Smith & Pete Stroble has opened a British
Museum of Transportation in Wilmington, OH.  He passed out flyers for the Open House
on Sunday, October 16 from 1:00 to 4:00 if anyone was interested. Pete also wanted
Randy to check to see if the club would like to adopt a Triumph that needs work. Randy
suggested discussing it at a future date to see what level the club wants to participate in
the museum.

Mike Ross expressed an interest in a NASS Museum item.

Bruce reported that June 15th is the date, and it will be at the National Burrow State Park
north of Athens.

Randy asked to be relieved of the registration since he would be taking of the newsletter.
He said Tonda Macy has been trained, and will do it if no one else volunteers.  He
thought it would be put to vote around the February meeting.

Split the pot:  No tickets …..no pot.

Randy called for the meeting to adjourn.

Next Meeting November 2nd at Fuddruckers. Have a thankful TR story
handy and please REMEMBER YOUR NAME BADGE!!!!!!!



The Official Events Update

Your Ever loving Events ChairMAN, No, this isn’t a picture of last month’s Loveland Castle Tour, but it’s
close!

I just want to say that I enjoy being your Event’s Chairman, and running a lot of the events, but most of all I
enjoy the fudge – keep it up Ellis!

Anyway, this month.

MVT Meeting 2 Nov – at Fuddruckers behind the Dayton Mall on Kingsridge Drive.  Across from Poelking
Lanes – you know the place.  Dinner at 6:30, Meeting at 7:30.  Fun times will be had by all, and maybe the
Prez will show up!

That’s it – that’s all I have?  Anyone want to do more?  I know October was a busy month, with umpteen
shows, tours, and the Knights of the Golden Trail, but nothing?

We’ll have to discuss this at the November meeting…

Oh, write this down – Holiday Soiree – 10 December at the Patterson Homestead.  Lovely place to host this,
so we’re doing it again. Last year Mike McK wore a kilt, so this year if he’s going to, so will I – Ray
Bolich, what about you?  Ellis, bagpipes?  Get your Brown Bags Ready!

Here’s another thing to write down – TRA 2006 – Burr Oak State Park, OH – 14-18 Jun 05.  As TRA National
Committee Chair I’m hosting the party!  Haggis for all, bring your banjo!  More details in this newsletter

somewhere

MVT Fall Tour 2005
It Don’t Get Any Better Than This Folks!
By Bruce Clough
If there was a better day for a driving tour, I don’t know when it would have been.  October 15th dawned
bright and clear, a chilly 50 degrees with a high of 65 promised without any clouds. In other words, a
perfect driving day. Perfect!
I plan a fall tour every year. The goal is to go somewhere new, but also somewhere familiar on the tour. It
usually heads south and east, since that’s the part of the state I like best, I know, and is away from heavily
populated areas. Most years we head to the Ohio River, but this year I wanted to keep it closer since Alice
had a football game she had to leave for about noon. I had planned on leaving from the Waynesville



McDonalds, but that burned into a pile of rubble.  As a back-up, we went to the Atlanta Bread Company by
the Dayton Mall.

Ready To Leave At The Bread Co.  We have the Coffee…
And we picked one of the best days for it.  A nip was in the air, but we could have to top down and not be
Norma and Stan. Alice had a game that day in Cincinnati, so she had to leave us partway through the tour,
but she did follow the rest of the Clough Clan in the Stag to the meeting place.

The Official Tour Sheet Cake Turned Out Rather Thin, But All Were Still Happy!
By the time we showed up the usual suspects were already there basking in the sunshine. Once we had some
B-Fast we headed out to our cars to get on the road.
First stop was Hidden Valley Fruit Farm on 48 in Warren Co. Goal was to pick up pumpkins for the kids
and food to eat at the stop after this. We accomplished the mission, but had to wait getting out of the
parking lot to allow a flatbed with tractor to back up, or try.  It was amusing.
We needed the food for the next stop – Valley Vineyards. I used to think their wine wasn’t that good, but
the wine I had this day was outstanding.



Lornabelle, The Fudge Nymph, Makes Her Rounds
Just as we were about ready to leave for the next stop, out from nowhere the fudge nymph appears and
pushes fudge on us.  We can’t say no or we will hurt her feelings, so we take, and take again….

Valley Vineyards, Try The Cabernet Franc – Note The Sky Is Blue

Stan Leaving The Winery. Did You See The Blue Sky?
Next we wandered up the east side of the Little Miami River Valley via roads less traveled, and I have to
admit, I outdid myself this time.  The drive was gorgeous, traffic light, and nary a cloud in the sky.   I’m
sure Stan will wax poetic about it.  I’ll just clean the wax from my ears!  Although the trees were just



starting to show their colors, enough had changed that it was a deciduous rainbow which ever direction you
looked. I’ll take it.
The destination for the next leg was the Pioneer Village at Caesar’s Creek State Park. I’ve never been there,
but this weekend was the harvest festival with recreationalists showing us what life in the early 1800’s was
like. We spent well over 2 hours there, and worth every minute!  I recommend that even to all, and bring
your hammered dulcimer, deer skin, or walnuts for dye!
On the way west from there we stopped by the Caesar’s Creek dam for photo ops, and got them!

Cars At Caesar’s Creek – Pretty

Caesar’s Creek – Even Prettier – Did I Say The Sky Was Blue?
I’ve never been to the bottom of the dam by driving, so this was a treat!  This place is really pretty, and fall
just makes it better.  MVT’ers swarmed the overlooks, bridges, trails, you name it, and we were all over
them!  Once Duncan and Bridgett saw the animal life in the water that was it, no getting them away except
for a lot of wailing.



Crowd Gathers To Watch Ellis Skinny-Dip.  Fish Flee – Thousands Homeless – More At 11

Another Pictorial Scene To Make You Jealous That You Were Not With Us
We then headed over to Waynesville to pay homage to the burnt-down McDonalds, and to let the
McKitricks know we were saving them a place for dinner.
Dinner where else – The Dutchman!  True, it’s packed, and true, it’s peanut butter cream pie was good, but
nothing to write home about. We put our name in and by that time we extended to 18 the number of people.
Dinner was decent, pie was so-so, and she didn’t refill my coffee.  I give them a 75-80% chance…



Setos Bundling Up For Drive Home
We all got on the road home just before dusk.  Sky still blue – no better a day could you ask for – thanks to
those who came along and shared the roads less traveled!

Hot Web Site of the Month !

http://www.korthalsaltes.com/
http://www.lansbergen.net  (rockets anyone? Click modelbouw)
http://www.Papertoys.com (bigfree site)

Can anyone find a Triumph as a paper model? We should draw our own!

http://www.lansbergen.net/


Tales Of The
Frankenstag!

Shifty Tales!
By Bruce Clough

Center Console, September 2005
Since getting this car I’ve been trying to fix the shifting.
See, the folks who modified the car just used the stock
shifter, set for a Borg-Warner 35 transmission, with a GM
TH-350.  It shifts, but where the pointer is pointing to
might not be the actual gear it’s in.  One other thing, I got
no reverse lights!   If you remember last month I think I
talked about the shifter having no reverse lamp switch
fixture – that was built into the BW 65, but not in a TH-
350.   I had to put in a cheesy switch that I always forget
about when going into reverse.  Gotta fix that.
Fix, let’s see, fix. Gee, could we modify the original.
Okay, what do I have to do?  I have to mount a reverse
light switch, and figure out how to get it to point to “R”
when in reverse.  I might be able to do the first, but the
second is a matter of geometry, and that wasn’t my favorite
math subject.  Quick – grab the trusty Summit Racing
Catalog and look up shifters.  They have a bevy of them.
The one that looks like it has a chance to work (comes with

reverse light switch and isn’t too high profile) also is the
most expensive – the B&M “Hammer” shifter (Figure 1).

Figure 1: B&M Hammer Shifter (on the left).  Wow, I
might end up with a Chevelle after all after I get done

with this thing!
$199.95 - before I ordered it I measured the existing
console and determined that heavy duty modification to the
existing console would be required.  So, off I went to trusty
ebay and bought another console that I could freely modify
(Figure 2).
Examining the instructions, it soon became apparent that
with the Frankenstag I would have to drop the dual
exhausts to get at the shift linkage.  Oh well, this would at
least allow me to paint the headers as well as to change the
trannie oil pan to one that holds more oil and has a better
heat sinking ability.

Figure 2: Center Console Victim
Plan modification #1.  A quick measurement showed that I
can’t put in a deeper oil pan since it will interfere with the
right side exhaust.  Sigh. Back to Summit with you nave.
Now, before I could go any further I had to get the car in
the air.  Everything off the Backyard Buddy so I can get
the Stag on it!  Wow, how soon we collect stuff!  We had
camping gear and books stored on the lift – off there, you
evil things! Finally got the Stag in the air, dropped the
exhaust manifolds off, next came the front down pipes.  I
took the manifolds to Steve Miller at MG Automotive for



sandblasting in prep for painting - anything to increase the
looks.   Next came the shift linkage. Ah, yes, the linkage.
In order to make the trannie shift using a shifter made for a
different transmission, the fine gentlemen that integrated
this drive train in the Stag had to flip the gear selector lever
180 degrees, and then made the linkage out of a bent
threaded rod.  Ingenious, I suppose, but it made the shifting
sloppy since the end could move a bit!  The other problem
is that you never knew which gear you were in until you hit
the gas…
Once I had the linkage disconnected from the transmission
it was time to pull the console, and this I did with reckless
abandon.  Results below.

Remains of a Center Console.  RIP
Now came the decision time on what to do next…do I
modify a center console to accept the Hammer shifter, or
do I eliminate the console and do something else with the
switches?  A quick measurement of the shifter base showed
that it would not be possible to modify a console to fit, so
now I moved to Plan B.
Plan B was to make a small sub-panel that mounted to the
underside of the dash to hold the power window and light
switches, freeing up the trannie tunnel top for the shifter.
This meant some rewiring.
Yet, some rewiring. I had to shorten wires for all the
switches, as well as eliminate a whole bunch of wire that
were in that loom that weren’t used – such as the overdrive
relay to trannie wires. This meant that I had to cut into two
different loom sections, stripping off all the wrapping,
which I countered by buying loom cover at Pep Boys.
Bye-bye went the cigarette lighter wiring, as well as the fan
wiring. I rewired the fans for only one speed, added a relay
so a dash switch would turn them on.  I also put a relay on
the rear window heater and the radio circuits for good
measure (hey, I had three relays…)

Wiring Mods About Half Way Through – Messy,
Messy, Messy.

I made a switch panel out of some plywood I had sitting
around, using the dark cherry stain to a so-so effect.  I also
had to find a home for the three heater controls that are
cable actuated.   Well, maybe later…
It’s at this point that I wished I took more pictures of the
installation progress, the mounting of the shifter, the
cutting holes for cables, the filling of other holes with
aluminum sheets, the wiring, cutting the base to fit.  Oh
well, the only picture I have is:

Hey, What’s That Shifter Doing There?
Yep, I got it all the way in, including the cheap black
carpeting Steve Miller gave me (thanks) to cover the top of
the tunnel. Positive action all the way through.  Gear
indicator actually shows what gear it’s in, and the unit is
actually like a “bang” stick with the sequence “1, 2, D” a
simple push on the handle – I’m ready for the strip!  Switch
panel is functional (and needs one more switch …)
But wait, before you grab the champagne and celebrate
with me. I found out that the left exhaust fouled with the
shift linkage and lever at the trannie. Rats!  Shucky Darns!



Drat! Shifter Linkage Hits Exhaust Pipe, More News
At 11…

What to do, what to do? Well, I cut the flange off the
header, and cut the pipe running back to the muffler,
eliminating the junction.  Now what?
Flexpipe-of course.  This stuff is like a kid’s bendable soda
straw, except made of steel.  If it works for 18 year olds
and ’74 Novas it can work for me also. A trip by the
Autozone and I have in my possession a flex pipe that fits,
first try, no returns.  Strange, usually I have to return stuff a
few times when working on exhausts before I find parts to
fit.  To attach to the header I slide it into the outlet and then
pop-rivet in all around the circumference.  Looks
industrial, but holds better than a clamp and high-temp
silicone glue.  At the other end I wrapped header wrap
around the pipe running back to the muffler, held it in
place with silicone glue, and fit that inside the flex pipe.  It
actually fits – I’m astounded!

Flexpipe Installed – We Now Have Clearance Houston!

Now that I have the linkage clearing the exhaust, its back
to the interior to work on the heating duct valve linkages –
I decided to just fit ones for the front center vent control
and the heat to windscreen or footwell control.  The fresh
air-recirculate flapper will have to wait since it’s buried
behind the dash.

First drive was to the Miami Valley Triumphs October
meeting. Nothing fell off, oh yeah sure I forgot to tighten
one exhaust clamp, but that’s par for the course.  It got the
usual comment from Ted: “That don’t look like no Stag
I’ve seen!”

Costs?
The resources required to do this were:

• B&M Hammer Shifter $200
• Used Stag Console                   $18
• Wiring Loom Cover   $20
• Exhaust Paint     $7
• Exhaust Pipe     $7

So about $252 in total.  Not bad.  I’m going to recoup
some of that by selling the center console on ebay – at the
moment it’s up to $76. Bid early, bid often!

I Can See Clearly Now Part II
Last month I wrote about putting new headlights in the
Stag, well, the 100W Blue Xenons were just toooo much
for the 5.25” headlights – they were getting too hot.
Besides, I had to damn near point them at the ground not to
blind oncoming traffic.   I replaced them with 60/55W
Blue Xenon units.  Still bright (but not aircraft landing
light bright) and blue.  As Ted said: “Don’t look like no
Stag I’ve seen!”
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